By HES GORGEOUS p, 1:48.3s ($743,844), Sire of 1 in 1:50 - 25 in 1:55 - 47 in 2:00 including HOMEY JOE p, 2, 1:53.1f, 4, 1:53.0f ($196,902); GORGEOUS VIEW p, 2, Q1:59.3, 3, 1:55.1, 4, 1:51.0h ($238,008); SARAH'S LILLY p, 2, 2:01.4h, 3, 1:54.3f, 1:51.2f, BT 1:50.22 -27 ($219,449); ROCK ME GORGEOUS p, 2, 1:54.2s, 3, 1:51.2s, 4, 1:50.4s ($206,103) etc.

1st dam EAGLE PASS (g, Real Desire) p, 2, 1:55.0f, 3, 1:53.3f, BT 1:52.4f ($75,014) 17 wins. Gorgeous American (f, Hes Gorgeouso) p, 2, 2:01.2'-23 ($94).

2nd dam FARSCAPE by ARTISCASE p, 3, 1:49.3z. From 3 foals, dam of 3 winners (2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:57) including-

ALLAMERICAN FARGO (g, No Pan Intended) p, 3, 1:55.1f, 4, 1:50.4 ($329,895) 23 wins. At 3, second in ONSS Grassroots div at Grand River; third in ONSS Grassroots div at Western Fair. At 4, second in Sagamore Hill Pacing Series leg and cons at Yonkers; third in Sagamore Hill Pacing Series leg at Yonkers.

CITYSCAPE (g, Western Hanover) p, 3, 1:56.4f ($49,641) 8 wins.

ALLAMERICAN FATE (m, Allamerican Native) p, 2, 1:55.8s, BT 1:54.1 ($56,655) 1 win. As Above.

3rd dam CYD CHARISSE p, 2, 1:58.0f, BT 1:56.1s ($6,647) 1 win, by JATE LOBELL p, 3, 1:51.2. From 8 foals, dam of 5 winners (2 in 1:53, 4 in 1:55) including-

MODERN LIFE (m, Life Sign) p, 2, 1:52.0s, 3, 1:55.0s, BT 1:52.1 ($287,988) 14 wins. At 2, winner of DSOA S. (3 times). KYSS at The Red Mile; second in DSOA S. at Dover Downs; third in KYSS at The Red Mile. At 3, winner of Adios S. elim at The Meadows, DSOA S. elim (twice and final (twice); second in Bluegrass S. at The Red Mile; Glen Garmany Memorial at The Red Mile; third in Shady Daisy S. div at Freehold. Dam of BAD AND BOUJEE p, 2, 1:55.4h, 3, 1:53.0f, 4, 1:51.2f -19, BT 1:51.2f -23 ($185,926).

LIFEnTHERRANGE p, 3, 1:54.3f, BT 1:53.0f ($166,076); MODERN WARFARE p, 2, 1:53.2f, 1:53.1h, BT 1:52.1 ($142,198); ALLAMERICAN MOBILE p, 3, 1:53.0f, 1:52.0f ($97,404) etc. grandam of JOHNNY COME LATELY p, 2, 1:57.4h, 3, 1:52.4s, 4, 1:52.0s, BT 1:50.2s ($138,600) etc.

JUST FOR LIFE (g, Life Sign) p, 2, 1:57.3f, 3, 1:53.0s, BT 1:52.2z ($135,836) 18 wins. At 3, winner of Summertime Pace Series leg at Woodbine; third in Summertime Pace Series final at Woodbine.

LIFE PULSE (m, Life Sign) p, 2, 1:59.1f, 3, 1:59.0h, BT 1:54.3s ($81,762) 17 wins.

GIVE NEW LIFE (g, Life Sign) p, 2, 1:54.4 ($7,311) 2 wins.

Dome Of The Rock (h, I Am A Fool) p, 3, 2:02.1h, 4, 2:00.1h, BTQ1:56.2 ($129,811) 8 wins.

Heard It Before (m, Real Desire). Dam of SEEN BEFORE HEARD p, 2, 2:02.1h, 3, 1:56.0h, 1:53.1f, BT 1:52.1 ($123,811) etc.

4th dam SILK STOCKINGS p, 3, 1:55.2 ($694,894) 42 wins, by MOST HAPPY FELLA p, 3, T1:55.0. 1974 USHWA Dan Patch Award for Two-Year-Old Pacing Fillies and 1975 USHWA Dan Patch Award for Three-Year-Old Pacing Fillies and Winner of 1975 USHWA Dan Patch Pacer Of The Year. At 2, winner of Hanover S. at Balmoral Park. At 3, winner of Adioo Volo S. at The Meadows, Jugette at Delaware County Fair; second in Prix d'Ete at Blue Bonnets. As aged, winner of Milton S. From 10 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:55) including-

TEMUJIN (h, Race Time) p, 2, 1:54.4, 3, 1:54.3h ($633,284) 12 wins. At 2, winner of Fox S. at Indiana State Fair, John Simpson Sr S. at Vernon Downs. At 3, winner of Bluegrass S. at The Red Mile, Horseman Futurity at Indiana State Fair.

LADY LONGLES (m, B Gs Bunny) p, 2, 1:58.1 ($258,149) 7 wins. At 2, winner of Molly Pitcher S. at Freehold. Dam of DON'T POINT AT ME p, 2, 1:50.4f ($203,040); FRED ASTAIRE p, 3, 1:55.3f, BT 1:55.1s ($88,574); WEATHER RELATED p, 3, 1:51.2 ($134,359); CATCH THE FALCON p, 3, 1:56.0f, 4, 1:52.0 ($124,645) etc. grandam of WESTERN SILK p, 2, 1:52.1s, 3, 1:50.1s, 4, 1:49.0s ($179,366); GETTING REAL p, 2, 1:52.3, 4, 1:50.3f ($543,429); SHINE N SHIMMER p, 3, 1:54.3s, 1:51.1f, BT 1:50.4 ($533,419); SAND SAVAGE p, 2, 1:53.1f, 3, 1:52.4f, 4, 1:50.4f, BT 1:50.3f ($441,622) etc.

FARSCAPE by ARTISCASE p, 3, 1:57.1f, BT 1:55.4s ($48,310) 13 wins. At 3, winner of Butch Stahan Series at Rideau Carleton; second in Butch Stahan Series final at Rideau Carleton.

TIMELESS (m, Nihilator) p, 2, 1:57.3 ($17,522) 2 wins. At 2, winner of Guiding Beam div at The Red Mile. Dam of THOMSON SEEPLER p, 3, 1:58.4f, 1:53.2f, BT 1:52.0f ($589,139) etc.